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Abstract: Performance evaluation of students is essential to check the feasibility of improvement. Regular evaluation not only improves the performance of the student but also helps in understanding where the student is lacking. It takes a lot of manual effort to complete the evaluation process as even one college may contain thousands of students. This paper proposed an automated solution for the performance evaluation of the students using machine learning. A threshold-based segmentation is employed to complete the evaluation procedure over MATLAB simulation tool. The performance of machine learning is evaluated by accuracy and mean square error.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An education system is one of the most important parts for the development of any country. So it should be taken very seriously from its start. Most of the developed countries have their own education system and evaluation criteria. Now a day's education is not limited to only the classroom teaching but it goes beyond that like Online Education System, MOOC course, Intelligent tutorial system, Web-based education system, Project based learning, Seminar, workshops etc. But all these systems are not successful if they are not evaluated with accuracy. So for making any education system to success, a well-defined evaluation system is maintained. Every educational institution generate lots of data related to the registered student and if that data is not analysis properly then all afford is going to be wasted and no future use of data happen. This institutional data is related to the student admission, student family data, student result etc. Every educational institution applies some assessment criteria to evaluate their students. For decades, the students are analyzed through various numbers of processes. Student’s performance evaluation is as important as that of the study process of the student. The regular and traditional procedure is to take examinations or class assessments etc [1]. This process takes a lot of manual effort to complete the evaluation and it is very time consuming as well. This paper proposed the usage of machine learning in the evaluation of the performance of the students. It does not only evaluate the performance but also helps in improving various aspects of the students [2, 3, 4]. A lot of evaluation process may put the student into a lot of stress. Keeping the student in stress is not going to help the student perform well.
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II. DATA PRE-PROCESSING

Now a Dataset used for implementation is taken from http://inventory.data.gov/dataset named as “Results for State Assessments in Reading/Language, Arts and Mathematics” respective year of school result are (2008-09, 2009-10, and 2010-11) which was collected by EDFacts. EDFacts is an organization in United State which is under department of Education project to gather student academic information, analyze the gathered data, generate a report on that data, and then endorse the use of high-quality data in educational planning, making new policy and management of budget for decision-making to improve the educational outcomes for students. Below description gives an overview of the dataset used with different variables used with their description. The dataset used contain 34 different attributes which contain some school attributes and some subject marks related attributes. The different attribute names used within the dataset are structured with different abbreviations. Below is the list of all abbreviations used to make variable structure.

Syntax for give a variable name:
[Subgroup]_ [Subject][Grade][Metric]_ SchoolYear

For example:
1. The attribute name (ALL_MTH0numvalid_1011) contains the information of every student who is participating in evaluation in mathematics and scored valid marks, in all grades in academic session year 2010-11.
2. The attribute name (MHI_RLA08ptcprof_0809) contains the information of Hispanic students scoring at or above proficient in Reading/Language Arts in eighth grade in Session Year 2008-09.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK & METHODOLOGY USED

The proposed framework of estimation of the performance of the students in academic is divided into two different parts: a) Data reconstruction and layout formation using threshold segmentation architecture (DRLFT). b) Analysis of the segmented data for precise prediction.

DRLFT: The dataset utilized for implementation is taken from http://inventory.data.gov/dataset. The dataset contains the records of different schools/colleges and different subjects. But the problem is that the data in the dataset is not in the structured format which is used for the MATLAB implementation [11].
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This data in the dataset need a reconstruction and the reconstruction is done using the following algorithmic architecture.

Algorithm 1: Function Reconstruct_Data (un_st)

1. // un_st is the unstructured data.
2. sub_codes = find (un_st == sub_code); // the data is getting arranged on the basis of the subject codes.
3. data_st = []; // It is the structured set of the data.
4. data_st[count, sub_data] = sub_code.find( data (un_st)); // Finding the details of the subject out of the given series of data
5. count = count+1;
6. end for
7. end function

Algorithm 1 arranges the data in the dataset into a structured format on the base of the subject code data. The same structure of above algorithm can be employed to arrange the data based on the school/college name.

Algorithm 2: Function reconstruct_data_college (un_st)

1. coll_code = find(un_st == coll_code); // coll_code is the school code
2. col_count = 1;
3. For each col in coll_code
4. data_st [col_count. coll_code.st] = col_data; // Filling the school information into the school structure
5. col_count = col_count + 1;
6. end for
7. end function

Algorithm 2 arranges the data from the dataset into a structured format on the base of the school/college code used. By performing above two algorithms on our dataset, we put our data into a structured data format which is much need for our implementation purpose.

In order to club Subject Code along with the School name, we are implementing K-means clustering algorithm based on the threshold segmentation is applied [7, 8, 9].

Algorithm 3: Apply Threshold_Segmentation_Kmeans (st.data):

1. For each class label in label properties
2. X (1) = class.label.name; // Collecting the school/college and class related data
3. X (2) = class.label.value
4. end for
5. end Function

After implementing Algorithm 3 on the above structured dataset, we find the following output values.

Figure 3, gave us the visualization of the K Means clustering algorithm after implement on the taken dataset. Figure 3(a) gave us the clustered data according to subject code and Figure 3(b) gave us the data clustered with respect to school code used in the dataset.
Analysis of the segmented data for precise prediction:
K-Means clustering algorithm not only provides the grouped elements together but also marks their region centre head. The data is clustered into two different segments namely “Performance below average students” and “Performance above average students”. The clustered elements are validated through Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The validation structure is as follows:

![Fig 4: Training Architecture of Artificial Neural Network](image)

Artificial Neural Network classification algorithm trains on the training data taken from given dataset based on the segmented values of K-Means. This particular classification algorithm provides multiple validation factors like Mean Square Error as shown in Figure 4. So, our evaluation criteria for this dataset are based on Mean Square Error for Artificial Neural Network.

In Figure 5, the same type of training dataset as taken as input to implement the Support Vector Machine algorithm and the following results are obtained.

![Figure 5: Training and Classification of SVM](image)

The training and classification structure of Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machine ensures that the performances of the students are evaluated on the true pattern.

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS

The results of the above implementation are evaluated on the basis of Mean Square Error and the Effectiveness of the effort required for the evaluation. A total of 10,000 records are trained and the following results are evaluated.

Mean Square Error: Mean Square Error is the difference of the prediction and actual analysis. Table 1 illustrates the values for 10,000 records.

Table 2: Mean Square Error (MSE) result using K-means clustering for ANN and SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Count</th>
<th>Mean Square Error K Means - ANN</th>
<th>Mean Square Error K Means – SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>17.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>18.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>22.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>18.21</td>
<td>24.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>26.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>28.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>32.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>35.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that, the Mean Square Error value increases as the value of the record count increase. So, it is obvious from the above implementation that as the number of record count increase then the error rate will be high. As compared to Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) shows better efficiency in terms of producing error rate. The overall difference in producing the error rate is about 20% between ANN and SVM. Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the data shown in Table 2.

![Fig 6: Mean Square Error vs. Record Count](image)

Form Figure 6, it is very much clear that the Mean Square Error rate of Support Vector Machine algorithm is always higher then Artificial Neural Network as the record count increase every time. The difference in the error rate is higher as be reach at the 10,000 or maximum record count. Effort Estimation: The second judgment parameter is effort required for the evaluation of the student result. Below is the formula to calculate the effort estimation: Total Effort = ((1-overallmse) * 100) – (overallmse * group_element_count);
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Total Effort Estimation helps in the evaluation of the correctness and effort required to group the elements for the evaluation of the students. Table 3 illustrates the values of the total effort applied for both the algorithms.

Table 3: Estimation Effort required by using K-means clustering for ANN and SVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Count</th>
<th>Effort Estimation K Means - ANN</th>
<th>Effort Estimation K Means - SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>49.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>49.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>53.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that, the Effort Estimation value increases as the value of the record count increase. So, it is obvious from the above implementation that as the number of record count increase then the Effort Estimation value will be high. As compared to Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) shows better efficiency in terms of Effort Estimation value. The overall difference in producing the Effort Estimation value is about 27% between ANN and SVM. Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the data shown in Table 3.

Form Figure 7, it is very much clear that the Effort Estimation value of Support Vector Machine algorithm is always higher then Artificial Neural Network as the record count increase every time. The difference in the error rate is higher as be reach at the 10,000 or maximum record count.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a combination of K-Means clustering algorithm with Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machine classification algorithm to evaluate the student performance in order to reduce the human effort. The evaluation is done on the basis of Mean Square Error and Effort Estimation. The results of our implementation show that the performance of Artificial Neural Network in comparison to Support Vector Machine is better. The Mean Square Error is 5-20% better where as the Effort Estimation is around 15-27% better. The current research work opens a lot of future aspects for the researchers. The future possibilities include changing the total number of neurons or varying the satisfying parameters.
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